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Abstract. The effect of blending short and long chains (bimodality) silicone prepolymer, in the presence of a filler (17.2
and 30.2% w/w) on tensile properties such as ultimate tensile strength (UTS), percent elongation at break (% Eb), 100%
modulus and elastic modulus has been investigated. The content of short chain prepolymer was varied from 0–69% and
0–58% for 17.2 and 30.2% filled silicones respectively. It was found out that the tensile properties were enhanced for the
low filled (17.2%) silicone networks while in the case of highly filled (30.2%) silicone networks; the bimodality adversely
affected the tensile properties such as UTS, % Eb. It is also observed that the optimum in these properties was recorded at
95 mol% as compared to 70 mol% of short chain prepolymer for unfilled silicone system. The phenomenon of improvement in mechanical properties due to bimodality in this system has been discussed.
Keywords: material testing, bimodal polymer networks, monomodal polymer networks, mixing, crosslinking

1. Introduction
The blending of long and short chains of the same
polymer which results in bimodal molecular weight
distribution is known as bimodality and the resulting polymer networks prepared from such blends
are known as bimodal networks. The interest in
studies of these bimodal networks initiated due to
the fact that these bimodal networks exhibits a
combination of good mechanical properties, such
as tear energy, tensile behaviour, resilience [1–3],
non-linear stress-optic response [4–6] and a proportional orientation–stretch response with respect to
molar concentration of short chains HOPDMS
(hydroxy functional polydimethylsiloxane) in the
bimodal network [7, 8].
The mechanism of enhancement in these properties
due to bimodality is not clear [2], but the accepted
view to date is that the introduction of short chains
prepolymers creates high crosslink density domains

with in the otherwise uniform polymer networks.
This results in the low incidence of chain irregularities (i.e. the presence of polymer ends that do not
form part of the load bearing networks) and limited
extensibility to the polymer networks hence gives
rise to the non-Gaussian effects which are reported
to be responsible for the enhancement [1, 9]. The
domains of high crosslink density within the
bimodal networks support the applied stress, thus
hiding the imperfections which are otherwise more
exposed in monomodal networks. The longer prepolymers chains which have potentials for high
extension, on the other hand provide high tear
energy in the unfilled and filled state, tensile properties, in accordance with the Lake-Thomas equation [10]. These effects coupled together, make
bimodal polymer networks superior to monomodal
ones in respect of tear properties. Tensile and shear
properties have also been reported to be improved
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due to bimodality for unfilled silicone networks
[11, 12].
A great deal of work has been done by other
researchers [13–19] to prepare such tough elastomers by using this technique. The concept of
bimodality is not only limited to silicone networks
for enhancement in mechanical properties but, has
also been reported for enhancement in system such
as polyisoprene [20]. Grobler and Mcgill observed
improvement in tear and tensile properties for polyisoprene via different curing condition and have
attributed these improvements to the polymer network heterogeneity.
Apart from the economical reasons, fillers are
being used as reinforcing agents in various polymer
systems. It is this example of reinforcement of
properties of expensive polymer by cheap particulate fillers that is the root of the commercial
exploitation of these materials [21].
Coupling the concept of bimodality with reinforcement due to filler seemed to be a novel way of
achieving enhancement in the properties of silicone
networks. For this purpose, the effect of bimodality
on tensile properties of the bimodal silicone networks in the presence of pyrogenic silica HDK type
2000-4 as a filler has been studied. In this respect
two concentrations i.e. 17.2 and 30.2% w/w HDK,
in conjunction with variation of concentration of
short chain silicone prepolymer have been used for
silicone networks preparation. These networks
have been studied for their tensile properties.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
The liquid hydroxyfunctional polydimethylsiloxanes (HOPDMS) prepolymers (Silopren), long
chain (C50, M.Wt = 88 000) and a short chain silicone prepolymer of viscosity 100 mPa·s (P100)
used were supplied by Bayer Ltd. and Petrarch Ltd.
respectively. The catalyst, dioctyltinmaleate
(DOTM) (LT195, M.W 459), was supplied by
Lankro Ltd. and a trifunctional crosslinker vinyltris(ethoxymethoxy)silane VTEMS (A172, M.W
280.4) was procured from Union Carbide Ltd. The
filler employed in this study, supplied by Wacker
Ltd was pyrogenic silica HDK type H 2000-4.

2.2. Methods
Two series of compositions having different concentrations i.e. 17.2 and 30.2% w/w of the filler
(HDK) based on the total weight were mixed with
C50 separately. The amount of short chain prepolymer i.e. P100, to be mixed with the above compositions was varied from 0 to 69% and 0 to 58% for
the 17.2 and 30.2% filled HOPDMS respectively.
The concentrations of crosslinker and catalyst for
these compositions were kept constant i.e. 13.79
and 0.7% respectively. Each of the compositions,
after mixing to a homogeneous paste, was cast onto
a polyethylene plate separately and spread to a uniform film of approximately 1.4 mm thickness.
These films were left in an open air at room temperature (25°C) for seven days to complete the
crosslinking (curing) reaction. Dumbbell shaped
specimens were cut from the films according to
BS 903 Part A2 1956 Die C. Instran Model 4301
High Wycombe (England) was used for measuring
tensile properties i.e. tensile strength (TS) and percent elongation at break (% Eb) at a strain rate of
50 mm/min. An average of the three modal values
out of that of five specimens tested has been used
for presentation.

3. Results and discussions
As reported [3] previously, the amount of crosslinker
necessary to cure the mixture has a positive effect
on the mechanical properties such as % Eb, and
UTS and 100% modulus. In the present studies for
the filled bimodal silicone network preparation, the
amount of crosslinker necessary to cure the whole
series of each of the two compositions separately,
was selected on the basis of trial and error experiments.
The polymer networks prepared from the two series
of filled bimodal prepolymer compositions prepared were tested for tensile properties such as
% Eb, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 100% modulus. The 17.2% filled silicone networks showed an
increase in these tensile properties with the
increases in concentration of short chain prepolymer (bimodality). However, surprisingly, when this
silicone system is filled to 30.2% w/w level, the
ultimate tensile property suffers continuous decrease
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Table 1. Variation of tensile properties of filled C50 networks with bimodality
P100
concentration

P100
concentration

17.2% filled network

Wt%

Mol%

% Eb

UTS
[MN·m–2]

00
20
40
50
60
64
72
76
80

000.0
064.0
084.2
089.9
094.1
095.5
097.9
099.0
100.0

215
214
250
251
267
300
350
298
276

1.520
1.631
2.516
2.760
2.841
3.152
2.817
2.513
2.417

100%
modulus
[MN·m–2]
1.121
1.301
1.384
1.567
1.646
1.722
1.197
1.173
1.090

E
[MN·m–2]

32.2% filled networks

Wt%

Mol%

%Eb

UTS
[MN·m–2]

00
11
21
31
41
51
55
59
61
71

000.0
052.1
071.8
082.9
090.1
095.5
096.7
098.1
098.8
100.0

280
195
132
120
126
078
078
080
096
068

4.75
4.17
4.23
3.94
4.23
3.24
3.21
2.87
3.56
3.64

1.12
1.17
1.94
2.01
2.13
2.41
2.22
2.22
1.79

100%
modulus
[MN·m–2]
2.97
3.25
3.47
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

E
[MN·m–2]
5.28
4.76
4.76
5.55
5.01
5.34
6.05
5.01
7.54
6.84

Crosslinker (A172) = 13.8% w/w; Catalyst (LT195) = 0.07% w/w.
The calculation of mole% of P100 is based on the limiting values of prepolymer networks (Mc P100 = 2250 and Mc C50 = 12000)
while the concentration of filler has been ignored.

Figure 1. Effect of variation of bimodality on % Eb for
17.2% filled silicone networks

Figure 2. Effect of variation of bimodality on UTS, 100%
and elastic moduli

with increase in concentration of short chain prepolymer (Table 1). Previously, the enhancement of
tensile properties due to bimodality has been
reported [1, 15, 16, 22, 23] but invariably for only
unfilled system.
Looking at Figure 1 it is shown that the effect of
bimodality on % Eb in presence of the 17.2% filler
can be divided into three stages. In the first stage
(0–90 mol% P100), % Eb gradually increases with
increase of P100 to about 90 mole. In the second
stage, the % Eb exhibits a dramatic increase with
increase in P100 concentration up to 97 mol%. In
the third stage, there is a drastic decrease with
onward increase in P100 concentration.
The increase in UTS, 100% and elastic moduli with
increase bimodality in the case of 17.2% filled network is shown as Figure 2. It is evident from this

figure that the increase in all these three cases is
almost linear and becomes optimum at about
95 mol% short chain prepolymer. It is interesting
that the optimum values of these properties in the
case of unfilled bimodal silicone networks were
observed and reported [3, 24] at 70 mol% short
chain prepolymer. This indicates that the incorporation of filler to bimodal silicone network shift the
optimum for these mechanical properties to a
higher limits of the short chain prepolymers. It is
clear that the increase in UTS due to bimodality in
the filled silicone system at about 95 mol% short
chain prepolymer as compared to the correspondingly filled monomodal network is about 2 fold.
Similarly, in the case of 100% modulus as well as
that of elastic modulus, an optimum increase of
about 55 and 115% respectively can be noted due to
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bimodality. The incorporation of more than
95 mol% short chain prepolymer with in the network, makes these properties inferior and a drastic
decrease in these properties is observed. The effect
of bimodality on the tensile properties of silicone
networks in the presence of filler has not previously
been reported.
The about 2 fold increase in UTS due to bimodality
for the 17.2% filled C50/P100 system can be attributed to the increase in the number of effective
crosslinks with increase in short chain prepolymer
up to 95 mol%. These crosslinks, whether chemical
or physical, originate both from the short chain prepolymer and filler and tighten the chain network.
The longer HOPDMS chains present in the bimodal
networks at the same time retain the flexibility of
the polymer chains. Unfortunately, in the case of
highly filled (30.2%) networks the contribution of
effective crosslinks from the filler coupled with
successive increases in short chain prepolymer tips
the balance between chain tightening due to
crosslinking and chain flexibility. As a result, the
increase in concentration of short chain prepolymer
decreases the elongation and reduces the UTS. As
shown in Figure 3, the % Eb shows a linear
decrease with the increase in concentration of short
chain HOPDMS. In the case of UTS, a gradual
decrease is first recorded with increase in mol% of
P100 as shown in Figure 4 and then a drastic drop
in the property occurs. The inferior %Eb and UTS
of the 30.2% filled bimodal networks for all the
compositions as compared to that of 17% filled one
networks are due to the inability of the network to
absorb the applied load reversibly. However in contrast, the elastic modulus for the 30.2% filled
bimodal networks experiences a slow increase up

Figure 3. Effect of variation of bimodality on % Eb for
30.2% filled silicone networks

Figure 4. Effect of variation of UTS with mol% P100 for
30.2% filled silicone networks

Figure 5. Effect of variation elastic modulus with mol%
P100 for 30.2% filled silicone networks

to about 80 mol% P100 followed by an exponential
increase (Figure 5) with concentration of short
chain HOPDMS. In this highly loaded (30.2%
filled) system the OH groups on the filler (2.5 to
3.5/nm2, surface area of filler 125–400 m2/g) are
more than sufficient to react via crosslinker with
short chain prepolymer available and results in a
network having inactive filler. In presence of sufficient fillers anchoring along the polymer chain at
frequent interval, the further successive increments
of short chain decrease the degree of freedom of
orientation of polymer in the resulting networks.
This employ that the excessive amounts of filler
(30.2%) coupled with the increase in amount of
short chains some how undermines the role of the
long chain prepolymer in the silicone network in
reference to these mechanical properties. These
inactive points may act as stress centers and hence
responsible for the inferior tensile properties.
The enhancement in the tear, tensile and tensileoptic behaviour due to bimodality in the unfilled
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state of polydimethylsiloxanes has been dealt in
detail in literature [7, 25–30]. A number of studies
including experimental, numerical and analytical
ones have been carried out to predict the said
enhancement and ascertain its relationship with the
various parameters of the structure of the bimodal
polymer network.
For example von Lockette and Arruda [29] set a
crosslinking algorithm, which apart from predicting the enhancement in mechanical properties,
show correlation between the molar short chain
concentration at which enhancement in the toughness occurs and the magnitude of certain short
chain topologies peak, namely the density of loops
in the gel and the percentage of doubled connections in the gel.
Von Lockette et al. [30] also developed a micromechanics-based constitutive model for the non-linear
large deformation stress and birefringence
responses of bimodal networks. This law is claimed
to have capability of comparatively straightforward
implementation to tensile test and tensile-optic
behaviour of bimodal networks compared to the
previous theories and moreover is predictive over a
wide range of composition.
However, the above mentioned crosslinking algorithm and the micromechanics-based constitutive
models are designed for unfilled bimodal polydimethylsiloxanes and unfortunately no such model
exists presently for application to the present system.
The effect of filler on monomodal networks is also
generally well documented [31–37]. The reinforcement of polymer network is related to the concentration of filler. The size and nature of the filler
particle with in the polymer network determine the
effective crosslinks which in turn are responsible
for improvement in the mechanical properties [38].
For example, Bueche [39] reported an increase up
to about 6 fold in effective crosslinks in polydimethylsiloxane on addition of 50 phr silica. Polmanteer and Helmer [38] realizing the presence of
this interaction have enumerated the various kinds
of linkages that can be present in the filler vulcanisate. It is all these crosslinks which can be used to
explain the increasing physical properties such as
tensile strength with increase in concentration of
filler.
Bueche suggests that the interaction between polymer and filler whether chemical or physical

between the Si–O of the resin with the hydrogen of
the filler promotes reinforcement. It is well established [40, 41] that this reinforcement depends
upon the chemical nature as well as on the size of
the particles. A ten time increase in UTS and 100%
modulus and 2.5–5 times increase in %Eb for silicone networks on incorporation of HDK (filler) has
also been be attributed to the small particle size of
the filler (5–30 nm) and high concentration of surface silanol groups (2–3.5 SiOH/nm).
The mechanical property of elastomers depends
upon the number of effective linkages in the polymer network. These linkages are of different kinds
and their identification becomes difficult after
incorporation of filler in to the polymer network.
However, the addition of filler considerably
increases the effective crosslinks. The unexpected
improvement in tensile properties due to bimodality in 17.3% filled silicone system is difficult to
explain. In unfilled polymer system the effective
crosslinks consists of: i) crosslink joining polymer
with polymer and ii) polymer entanglement.
In the case of filled monomodal polymer system,
the effective crosslinks constitute from the:
1) filler to polymer covalent linkage,
2) filler to polymer linkage resulting from polar or
Van der Waals forces between filler and polymer,
3) effective filler to polymer linkage from entanglement influenced by filler structure,
4) effective filler to polymer linkage resulting from
simple wetting of the filler surface by polymer.
In fact it is difficult to separate all these kinds of
linkage from one another, analyse it and then attribute each one with a separate explanation. Then further more, explanation for improvement in the
mechanical properties of filled (17.5%) silicone
system due to bimodality, becomes even more difficult.
In the case of highly filled (32.2%) silicone networks, the 100% modulus records increase in its
values up to about 84 mole% of P100. Further
increase in mole% of P100 results in polymer networks which fails prematurely during the test and
hence this property can not be recorded. For modulus of elasticity, there is an increase in its values up
to incorporation of about 98 mole% P100 after
which a decrease is observed. The data is given in
Table 1.
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4. Conclusions
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Like the tear property of unfilled and filled silicone
network, the tensile behaviour of the filled silicone
polymer network is sensitive to bimodality. The
effect of bimodality on the tensile properties was
also found to be beneficial for the 17.2% filled silicone network. The optimum in tensile properties
was observed at 95 mol% of short chain prepolymer. In the case of highly filled (32.2%) networks
bimodality brought adverse effect on the tensile
properties such as UTS, % Eb. In the light of the
results of the present studies, the slightly higher
physical properties of the high molecular weight
prepolymer network reported earlier in the literature can be sacrificed in favour of the easy processing of low molecular silicone prepolymers in the
low filled (17.2%) bimodal networks.
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